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Diagnostic Tests Not Reviewed by FDA Present
Growing Risks to Patients
Congress should pass reforms to ensure accuracy, reliability, and quality

Overview
To get well and stay well, you first need to know what’s making you sick. That’s why blood, saliva, and other in
vitro diagnostics (IVDs) are so critical to modern medicine. According to new research commissioned by The
Pew Charitable Trusts, about 3.3 billion of these tests are run each year to monitor health, detect the presence
of or risk for myriad diseases and conditions, and guide treatment. Although the Food and Drug Administration
actively regulates many tests for safety and effectiveness, it does not review a significant but unknown number of
diagnostics referred to as lab-developed tests (LDTs).
To ensure that the public has access to safe, reliable, accurate, and innovative diagnostics, Congress should pass
legislation that would increase the transparency of the market and authorize FDA to review them based on their
risks to patients.

Insufficient transparency
LDTs have been developed for a wide range of conditions, including infectious diseases such as COVID-19, as
well as different types of cancer. Because LDTs are not centrally registered or tracked, however, no one knows
precisely how many of them are on the market, when and why they are used, or how their performance compares
with FDA-reviewed diagnostics. Insurance claims and electronic health records do not distinguish between LDTs
and FDA-reviewed diagnostics, and there are no comprehensive databases of all LDTs in use. And in a series
of interviews that Pew commissioned, even seasoned clinical lab managers demonstrated confusion over what
exactly constitutes an LDT.

Outdated rules
FDA provides several layers of oversight for diagnostics that are mass produced and marketed for use in labs
across the U.S. and around the world. However, it does not review or approve LDTs, which are developed and
used in a single lab. Instead, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) regulates the labs in which
LDTs are created. But CMS has only partial oversight of those tests. (See Figure 1.)
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This approach to oversight was more appropriate in 1976, when Congress first granted FDA authority over
medical devices; most LDTs at that time were relatively simple or were used as customized tests for rare
conditions that could not be detected with commercially available diagnostics. According to Pew research,
however, LDTs are being used today for different reasons and in new ways that increase the risk of faulty tests.
For example:
• LDTs are increasingly used to identify and manage the treatment of more common and serious diseases,
and where the risks posed by inaccurate results are dangerously high, such as for cancer, prenatal
conditions, and genetic diseases.
• Once limited to patients near one lab, LDTs can now reach millions of consumers across the country, thanks
to the internet, rapid shipping, and advances in at-home specimen collection.
• Although some LDTs are developed from scratch to meet medical needs for which there are no IVDs, other
labs create LDTs by modifying FDA-reviewed tests, in many cases to reduce operating costs. (See Figure 2.)
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Real risks
Whether FDA approves them or not, all tests run the risk of delivering a false result. However, because labs are not
required to publicly report adverse events associated with LDTs to a central authority, there is no comprehensive
data quantifying the number and nature of incidents tied to inaccurate LDTs. According to FDA, inaccurate tests
could cause patients to undergo unnecessary, costly, and risky treatment when tests return false-positive results. At
other times, patients may fail to receive critical treatment when LDTs yield false-negative results.1
Some categories of tests illustrate just how little oversight there is for even widely marketed LDTs and how
risky inaccurate test results can be when patients are relying on their results to guide medical decisions around
everything from pregnancy to cancer treatment.2
• Noninvasive prenatal testing is a method of determining the risk that a fetus will be born with certain
genetic abnormalities, such as Down, Edwards, and Patau syndromes. These tests help parents make
critical decisions about a pregnancy and, as such, need to be carefully designed, administered, and
marketed. Of the more than 40 noninvasive prenatal tests, all are LDTs;3 none have been cleared or
approved by FDA. Some companies advertise these tests for use in populations where their accuracy is less
established, or to diagnose a broader range of conditions despite the limited evidence for those uses.4
° Risk: Expectant parents may be misled about the risk that a pregnancy has a chromosomal
abnormality.

• Direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic tests are, with relatively few exceptions, LDTs and not FDA-approved.5
One study estimated that more than 26 million people had taken a DTC genetic health or ancestry test
as of January 2019, with the number expected to reach 100 million by the end of 2021.6 There is variable
quality among manufacturers, however.7 One small study examined 49 patients who had taken a DTC
genetic test and subsequently received follow-up testing. The authors found that 40% of the harmful
variants reported back to those patients were false positives, indicating that the patients did not actually
have those genetic variants.8
° Risk: These incorrect results can lead to stress and unnecessary medical procedures.
• Companion diagnostics guide the safe and effective use of a particular therapy and are often a key factor
in treatment decisions, increasing the risks to patients if the results are incorrect. In some cases, after
FDA approves one companion diagnostic, labs create follow-on versions of those tests that they claim can
identify the same mutation.9 However, individual labs often have different approaches to analyzing samples.
And some LDT developers claim to test for additional mutations that have not been adequately reviewed to
predict drug response.10
° Risk: The same patient may get different results depending on the LDT used,11 receive ineffective
therapies for a condition, or miss out on more beneficial ones. And many cancer treatments have
serious side effects of their own, which can compound the harm for patients who receive an
inappropriate therapy.12

Risk-based regulations balance safety and innovation
LDTs serve an important role in medicine and public health, but they must be held to the same standards for
accuracy and reliability that apply to tests manufactured by device companies. This approach requires risk-based
oversight from FDA and increased transparency from the entire diagnostics industry. To clarify confusion about
FDA’s authority and strengthen its oversight, Congress should pass diagnostics reform legislation that:
• Requires developers of LDTs to register their tests with FDA and report adverse events related to
their products.
• Allows FDA to require that higher-risk LDTs be reviewed for both analytical and clinical validity—both of
which are key criteria for ensuring test accuracy, reliability, and usefulness—before they’re used on patients.
• Authorizes the agency to obtain information from LDT makers about the validity and performance of their
tests once on the market.
• Appropriates funds to the agency that enable it to effectively oversee the entire diagnostics market,
including developing regulations and guidance documents and conducting high-risk LDT reviews and
facility inspections.
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